Trade School
Glasgow
January 23 - April 11 2013
The Albany Glasgow, Touchbase Kinning Park, Deafblind Scotland Lenzie, Volunteer Centre Glasgow and more!
www.tradeschool.coop/glasgow
Trade School Glasgow
Term II Class timetable
(all classes are held at the Albany Centre, Woodlands unless otherwise stated)

23.01 | 6pm - 8pm: How To Communicate without Sight or Sound *
30.01 | 6pm - 8pm: Speak with Confidence (and a smile!)
05.02 | 5:30pm - 7pm: Social networking and social media without fear (Part I) +
05.02 | 6pm - 7:30pm: Equality & diversity in mental health
6:00pm to 7:30pm #
06.02 | 6pm - 8pm: Future life planning: Sort Your Affairs workshop (Everything you need to know about the decisions you should make now)
19.02 | 5:30pm - 7pm: Social networking and social media without fear (Part II) +
20.02 | 6pm - 8pm: Unearth Your Hidden Strengths And Unlock Your Potential
21.02 | 5:30pm - 7:30pm: SCIF Providers Café
26.02 | 6pm - 8pm: Managing stress and creating mind-vitality with NLP
27.02 | 6pm - 8pm: Speak with Confidence (and a Smile!)
05.03 | 6am - 7am: Branding Basics on a budget
07.03 | 5:30pm - 6:30pm: Unearth Your Hidden Strengths And Unlock Your Potential
13.03 | 6pm - 8:30pm: Facilitation 101
19.03 | 6pm - 8pm: Change Your Life In Two Hours! An Introduction to Life Coaching
20.02 | 6pm - 8pm: How To Communicate without Sight or Sound *
23.03 | 2pm - 3:30pm: Singing for Pleasure
27.03 | 6pm - 8pm: Speak with Confidence (and a Smile!)
27.03 | 6pm - 8:30pm: Impact and Presence: How to give an memorable presentation
03.04 | 5pm - 8pm: Gain Confidence in the Kitchen
11.04 | 6:30pm - 8:30pm: Basic Training Design: Creating Something from Nothing

* Deaf Blind Scotland HQ, Lenzie
# Touchbase Scotland, Middlesex Street
+ Glasgow Volunteer Centre

Book: www.tradeschool.coop/glasgow
Or call Charlotte 01415595065